
The Studycast system was  
designed to streamline your daily 
clinical workflow, but did you know 
that it can also help with:

Peer review

Training

Collaboration

Want to add a scoring system to rate the 
discrepancies and generate practice-wide 
metrics? Studycast Support can help.

Seamlessly integrate peer review

The Studycast system makes it easy to create 
a fair, consistent process for evaluating 
clinical performance and improving patient 
outcomes. With flexible tools at your 
fingertips, streamlined retrospective peer 
review can be a non-disruptive part of your 
day – every day.

Clone an exam and assign it to a  
second physician. 

The clone appears in that physician’s 
worklist like any other exam.

When both interpretations are complete, 
use the Compare tool for a quick line-by-
line comparison.

Improved patient outcomes, team training  
and collaboration. 

Already at your fingertips.



Want to know more?

Contact Studycast Training at 919.277.0636, option 5

Improve your team’s clinical skills

Maybe you have new techs to train on your protocols and expectations for the preliminary 
report. Or maybe you have a great case you want to flag for team training and review.   
Either way, your Studycast account can help.

• Flag model studies that demonstrate best practices by saving a copy to a
separate training division.

• Use your flagged studies for monthly or quarterly team training.

• To train a new tech, create a clone of a model study and assign it to the tech.
Then, compare the workup with your model line by line using the Compare tool.

Collaborate more effectively

The Studycast system makes it easy to collaborate within your practice and with others 
outside your facility. In addition to peer review and training, you can

• Flag images and loops of interest for the reading physician

• Leverage remote access to request or provide a second opinion

• Securely share studies with patients or colleagues outside your practice
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